Using the Jeneer Connect App

What Does The App Do
The Jeneer Connect app is designed to collect data from Jeneer Pumps with
WIFI capabilities. Once data is collected from the pumps, it allows export to
CSV format, which can be distributed from the device from which the data
was collected.

Requirements For Usage
To use Jeneer Connect, you must have:
• At least one compatible Jeneer Pump
• An Android device running Android Version 6.0.0 or higher

Installing Jeneer Connect
Installing Jeneer Connect is quite simple. Using the Android device,
connect to the Internet and access the Google Play store. From there,
search for “Jeneer Connect” and download the app. Once complete, the
app is ready for use.
Troubleshooting
While this software is designed to be comprehensive, there is still the
possibility of issues arising in use. Go to the back of this instruction
document for common issues that could occur and how to resolve them.
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Basic Usage
The Jeneer Connect app has three (3) main interfaces:
1. The Pump List Screen
From the Pump List screen, you can view all nearby
Jeneer Pumps that can be connected to. To connect
to pumps, you must first tap the Key icon in the
corner to set a “Session Password.” This will allow you
to connect to all pumps which have the same
password, without having to re-type anything. Once a
Session Password is set, you can simply tap pumps to
connect.
Any pumps you have already successfully connected
to will be marked as “Checked!”

2. The Pump View Screen
From the Pump View screen, you can view data from
a pump or bump pump you have successfully
connected to, along with some version information.
This data, along with every record, is automatically
stored within the app on the device to be exported
later, so once connected you can safely press the
back arrow to go back to the Pump List.

3. The Export Data Screen
When you are ready to export your data, you can
navigate to the Export Data menu by tapping “Export”
on the Pump List screen. From here, you can export in
CSV format, which can be read by Microsoft Excel. It
will then prompt for a location to store the document,
which you should make note of in order to transfer it
from the Android device later.

Troubleshooting

“Could not connect, perhaps incorrect password?”

This error is given when the app could not connect to the pump’s network. It
usually means that you have not entered a password into the “Session
Password” field, which can be accessed by tapping the ‘key’ icon in the top
right corner of the ‘Pump List’ screen. More detailed instructions can be
found under ‘Basic Usage’ in this document.
If you are certain the password is correct and the pump still is not
connecting, go below to “Fails to connect to pumps even with correct

password.”

“The app isn’t displaying any pumps in the list/isn’t letting me export”

This could occur if the app does not have correct permissions. When the app
first opens, it will ask twice for ‘location permissions’, and when you attempt
to export it should ask for ‘device permissions’. These are both critical to the
app’s functionality, and if you had disallowed these permissions then you
should go to the devices settings are re-enable those permissions.

“Fails to connect to pumps even with correct password.”

The reason this bug tends to occur is when the network has already been
connected to or remembered by your device. The best way to resolve this
while it is occurring is to go to network settings in the Android ‘settings’ app,
and tap and ‘Forgot’ any pump network that says ‘Saved’ underneath it.

